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‘l’he purpose of this paper is to develop higher algebraic K-theory into a tool 
for understanding algebraic cycles on a variety. 
Bloch made the first step: he showed that the group of zero-cycles modulo 
rational equivalence is Ha(X, L%$) on a nonsingular surface X. Gersten reduced 
the general statement that H”(X, .%‘J is A”(X), the group of codimension 
n-cycles modulo rational equivalence, to a conjecture which Quillen proved for 
nonsingular X. 
Bloch’s next idea was the relativization of the situation using K-theory. 
Denote the functor S * H”(X x S, ZJ by &n(X). The question of represen- 
tability of this functor is interesting. Witness the result of Bloch [4] which says 
that, for a nonsingular surface X of characteristic zero, the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(I) The formal completion of ,cF(X) at 0 is pro-representable. 
(2) The formal completion of L&“(X) at 0 g a rees with that of the Albanese 
variety of X, Alb, . 
(3) The geometric genus, p, = dim H2(X, ox), is zero. 
The first two statements have the following global analogs: 
(1’) AZ(X) is finite-dimensional [13]. 
(2’) P(X) = Z x Alb,(k) (k = base field). 
These latter are statements about the Chow group of zero-cycles on X, i.e., 
about the rational points of the functor S@(X). Roitman demonstrated the 
equivalence of (1’) and (2’), and Mumford showed that they implyp, = 0. 
Bloch conjectured that AZ(X) is finite-dimensional whenever pII = 0, and 
proved it for surfaces not of general type [S]; however, his methods yield no 
grasp of the general situation. 
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It seems natural to try: 
(A) to define a map of functors Hilbydzi -+ J&(X), and 
(B) to define a map of functors &J”(X) + Albx (n = dim X). 
Step A would generalize the cycle map, and would explain the relation between 
our functor and the concrete notion of relative cycle. In [4] Bloch wondered 
whether such a map exists and whether its image ever generates .&(X)(S). In 
this paper we accomplish step A for infinitesimal points (and much more if X is a 
curve) by formulating and proving a suitably relative form of Gersten’s con- 
jecture (1.3). 
It should be remarked that it is easy to define a map L’ -* -M(X) if U is a 
smooth subscheme of Hilb, by pulling back the canonical class in Hi 
(X x U, &). This approach is not likely to lead to a computation of J&(X), 
however. A consequence of the relative form of Gersten’s conjecture over a 
smooth base (1.3, iii) is that the resulting map is the same as ours. 
Step B could lead to an alternate proof of Bloch’s discovery about the formal 
completion of d”(X). His technique is truly mysterious, for the map he defines 
on formal completions seems to go the wrong way, that is, from Albx to .&“(X). 
We make a good start on step B (and go all the way when X is a curve) by using 
the notion of linear determinant. The main difficulty encountered is that the 
categories involved are not Abelian, and thus some powerful theorems do not 
apply. For instance, there is no notion of quotient category, and thus one cannot 
show that the sheaves in the resolution of %$ are flasque. We are able to show the 
first one is flasque (when S is artin) (3.8) by using the localization theorem for 
projective modules. Thus we can accomplish step B for a curve (for infinitesimal 
points) and this motivates the construction of a certain non-Abelian quotient 
category. 
A purely algebraic consequence of (1.3) and (3.8), pointed out to me by 
Spencer Bloch, is the following. If F is the total quotient ring of a local ring R 
essentially smooth over an artinian ring, then the map K,R + KjF is injective. 
NOTATION 
If X is a scheme and x E X, then X, denotes Spec(Bx,,), where O,,, is the local 
ring at x, and X, “I is the strict henselization. 
If X --j. 5’ is a map of schemes, and s E S, X(s) denotes the fiber X OS k(s), 
where K(s) is the residue field of s. 
If S is a scheme or a ring, A,* denotes affine n-space over S. 
We use the terminology of K-theory and exact categories as developed in [Q]. 
If X- S and T--f S are maps of schemes, X,. denotes the fiber product 
X xs T. 
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If X and T are S-schemes, X(T) denotes the set of maps from T to X over S. 
We also use this notation when T is a ring. 
All schemes are assumed to be locally Noetherian, and all maps are separated. 
1. THE RELATIVE SITUATION 
In this section we define the exact categories we will need, and we present our 
form of Gersten’s conjecture. 
DEFINITION. If X is an S-scheme flat over S, let &‘P(XjS) denote the exact 
category of quasi-coherent sheaves of finite type on X which are flat over S and 
have relative codimension 29. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose f : X + Y is a map of flat S-schemes; then pullback 
defines an exact functor A!“( Y/S) + JC’(X/S) iff is flat, and direct image defines 
an exact functor JHP(X/S) + A”( Y/S) if f is finite. Moreover, pullback along a 
map T + S defines an exact functor A!‘P(X/S) + .&P(XJT). 
Proof. The statements are local, and thus we may assume the schemes 
involved are affine. In this case it is clear that the various functors involved 
preserve codimension. QED. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose X/S is of jinite type and x E X. Then 
K*(.J@yX,/S) = l&l K*(dko( U/S)), 
where U ranges over all open neighborhoods of x. The analogous statement for XEh 
holds as well. 
Proof. One reasons as in [15, Sect. 7, Proposition 2.21. The only problem is to 
see that each flat module on X, (resp. Xgh) extends to a flat module on some 
neighborhood U (resp. some etale neighborhood). Since X/S is of finite type, 
flatness is an open property on X, and this takes care of the first case. In the 
etale situation, each flat module on XEh comes from some module M on an etale 
neighborhood U of x; M, is flat because X”,” + U, is faithfully flat, and thus M 
is flat in an open neighborhood of x in U. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Let &*(X/S) denote K,(JC(X/S)), 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose f : X -+ S is a smooth map of schemes, x E X, and 
p 3 0. If one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) S is the spectrum of an artin local ring, 
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(ii) S is the spectrum of a local Noetherian henselian ring, X/S has fibers of 
dimension 1, and x is in the closed $ber, or 
(iii) S is a smooth variety over a field k, then the map 
K;+l(X,/S) * KP,(X,/S) 
is zero. 
Proof. First we consider the case where (i) or (ii) holds. We assume X is 
affine and let s denote the closed point of S. Given NE J%‘“+~(X,/S), its support 
does not contain any generic point of the closed fiber, so we may choose a 
function f on X which is a nonzero divisor on X(s) and annihilates AT. By the 
local criterion of flatness [2, VII, 4.1, p. 1421, f is a relative nonzero divisor near x; 
this means that f is a nonzero divisor and the subscheme 2 defined by f = 0 is 
flat over S near x-such a 2 is called a relative divisor. By (1.2) and the fact that 
K* commutes with filtering direct limits we see that 
K~“(X,/S) = indl$m incllgm Kz( U/S), 
where 2 runs over increasingly large closed subschemes of X which are relative 
divisors near x, and U runs over increasingly small neighborhoods of x in 2 which 
are flat over S. Thus it suffices to show that the various maps K,P(U/S) -+ 
K.J(X,/S) are all zero. For this purpose we may replace X by some open subset 
and achieve U = 2. Let r = dim(X/S). 
According to Quillen’s variant of Noether’s normalization lemma [ 15, Sect. 7, 
Lemma 5.121, or [I 11, there is a projection X(s) + A;::, which is finite on Z(s) 
and smooth at x. (In case (ii), Y = 1 and this map must be the structure map.) It 
is induced by some projection p: X --f A:-‘, for S is local. In case (i), p is finite 
on Z by Nakayama’s lemma, and p is smooth at x by [18, II, Corollary 2.21. In 
case (ii) we already know p is smooth at x; by Hensel’s lemma we may replace X 
by an open neighborhood of x, getting rid of components of Z on which p may 
not be finite, and we may ensure that p is finite on 2. 
From this point on, the proof continues mutatis mutandis as in [15, Sect. 7, 
Theorem 5.111 after the proof of Lemma 5.2, except that k is replaced byS, and 
is no longer a field. 
(When S is not artin, the problem with the approach above is illustrated by the 
following example. Let X be a family of surfaces over S, let Z be a relative 
divisor in X with irreducible generic fiber and with a reducible fiber Z(s) = 
Z, u Z, over s, let U = Z - Z, , and choose x E U(s). A generic projection will 
map both 2, and Z, onto A;$, and thus will fail to be finite on U, although it 
will be quasi-finite. Henselizing the image of x under the projection will cure this 
problem but force henselization at x. Thus everything works if the etale topology 
is used, but this fact does not seem useful because we do not know what 
Hi,(X, %J is when X is a smooth variety.) 
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FLOW suppose (iii) holds. Now Kg+l(X,/S) = b Kz+l( U/S) where U ranges 
over open neighborhoods of x. Since X is a variety, each U will contain a closed 
point y in the closure of x, and the diagram 
K;+‘( U/S) - K&G/S) 
K;+‘(X,/S) - ~w,:s) 
shows that we may as well replace x by y and assume x is a closed point. Given 
NE ~@r’+r(X,jS), we may find, as before, a relative divisor 2’ near x supporting 
N, and since Z’ is also relatively Cohen-Macaulay, we may continue to whittle 
it down until we find that N is supported by a subscheme Z C X which, near x, 
is relatively regularly immersed and has codimension p + 1 (i.e., it is defined by 
a relatively regular sequence fi ,...,fDtl of functions on X). That the system of 
such subschemes Z is filtering may be seen by using the statement above when 
N = CQ @ Uz, . By the same sort of reasoning as before it is enough to show 
that the map 
Ki@/S) -+ K:(&IS) 
is zero. 
Now Uz is a Cohen-Macaulay @,-module, so for each N 6 &!s(Z/S) we may 
construct a resolution of N by Cohen-Macaulay modules of the same dimension 
as Z. The characterization of depth as the vanishing of Ext groups in low degree 
[2, III, 3.13, p. 521 yields the following. If 0 + M’ -+ M + M” + 0 is an 
exact sequence of finite @,-modules, then 
(i) depthaM > Y and depthaM” 3 Y - 1 imply depth,M’ > I, 
(ii) depth,M’ > Y and depth,M” > Y imply depth,M > P. 
These imply that the full subcategory %?&I of &O(Z/S) consisting of those M with 
depth,M > dim Z is an exact category and that each N in &“(Z/S) has a finite 
resolution by modules in %‘&?‘. (An object of %Lk’ is either 0 or a Cohen- 
Macaulay module of maximal dimension.) The resolution theorem [15, Sect. 4, 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 31 says that 
K,%Tu&’ + KO,(Z/S) 
is an isomorphism. 
We show that 
K,%‘J%’ + K$(X,/S) 
is zero by projecting sideways, a technique used in [21] and originally suggested 
by Steve Kleiman. 
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Let Y = dim X, d = dim 2, a -2 dim S, and s =: f(x); then Z(s) : 
X(x) r\ Z has dimension d - a. Suppose we can find a projection 
such that 
(‘1 57 is smooth at K, 
(2) ST is finite on 2 and on X(s), 
(3) dim(X(s) n n-h.Z) < d - n + 1. 
Given :\’ E K&H, we see that rrTT*V has the same depth and dimension as :V 
[2, III, 3.16, p. 531, so is Cohen-Macaulay. 
The fibers of r are smooth of dimension 1 near x, so have depth _ I. It 
follows that depth r”z-,N = depth r.+:V -I- 1 near x, so n%r++V is Cohen 
Macaulay near x [14, 21.C p. 1531. N ow hypothesis (3) says that niT%rTTyN meets 
the fiber X(s) properly, so (v*n,fV), is flat over 5’ [2, V, 3.5, p. 941 and thus is 
in d”(XzjS). From this point on, as before, the proof continues as in [I 5, 
Sect. 7, Theorem 5.1 I]. 
Now for the problem of finding rr. If K is finite such rr may not exist, but the 
trick of Joel Roberts as explained in [ 1 l] s h ows that we may assume 14 is infinite. 
Suppose X C A’v, and consider the family of linear projections A,‘-+ Arpl; 
it is parametrized by an affine space. The generic projection satisfies (1) and (2), 
as explained in [1 11, and the following lemma, together with the finiteness of the 
map X(s) n ~-%2-t TX(S) n TZ, shows it satisfies (3). Q.E.D. 
LEMrvfA 1.3.1. Suppose Wand Z are closed subvarieties of A” of dimensions d 
and e, respectively. If dim( W n Z) = d + e - r OY W n Z == ;T, then a general 
projection T: AN ---f AT-l satisfies dim nW n TZ < d + e - Y + 1. 
Proof. It is enough to show that a general linear projection 7~: A” + A.v-l 
satisfies 
(1) dimrWt/nnZ,(d+e-r-t lifr =ili,and 
(2) dim ~TW n nZ < d -+ e - r if Y < 1V. 
Let 8 = (W - W n Z) x (Z - Z n W), let H be the hyperplane lPv - A”, 
and let f : Q + H be the map which associates to (w, z) the point of H which lies 
on the lint through w and x. If x E H is the center of n, then VW n CTZ ::m 
.rr( W n Z) u n o pr,( f -r(x)). For general x, if f is not dominant, then f -r(x) is 
empty and we are done; if f is dominant, then f-‘(x) has dimension 
d+e--N+ 1, so dimaWnvZ<max(d+e-N+f, d-he-y), and 
the latter is the bound we want in each of the above two cases. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA I .3.2. Suppose A --j B ---f C are maps of Noetherian rings, JI is a 
Jinitely generated C-module, and A -+ B is e’tale. Then M is flat ovey B ;f and only 
if M is.fiat over A. 
Proof. Flatness is a local condition, so we may assume all the rings and maps 
are local. l?tale maps are unramified, so m,B = m, . If P. -+ M is a projective 
B-resolution of M, then it is also a flat A-resolution of M. Since P,/m,Pi = 
P,jm,P; , we see that Tor,A(M, A/m,) = TorlB(M, B/m,), so we are done by the 
local criterion of flatness. U.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.3.3. Suppose f : S - 5’ is smooth with relative dimension I, S is 
locallv !Voetherian, and x E X. Then 
is xeyo. 
Proqf. Let s = f(x). The dotted arrow exists in the diagram 
sh x+x, 
1 
1 
i 
sh s c- s,y 
because X X, Sf” is a limit of 6tale neighborhoods of x in X. According to 
Lemma (1.3.2), K.$Xth/S) = K$(Xih/Szh), so we may replace S by Sz” and X 
byX xs Sfh and assume that S is the spectrum of a local Noetherian henselian 
ring. h’ow Xzh = lim Y, where the projective limit runs over affinc &ale 
neighborhoods (Y,v) of (X, x). Since K,P(Xih/S) = l& K,P( YJS), and the 
theorem applies to Y,/S, we are done. (2.E.D. 
DEFINITION. If X is a scheme, let 9(X) denote the exact category of vector 
bundles on X (i.e., locally free sheaves of finite rank). Let K,(X) denote 
KP’(m 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If S is ajine and Noetherian, and X is a smooth a@ne 
S-scheme, t/Ten p*(X/S) = K*(X). 
Proof. By the resolution theorem [15, Sect. 4, Corollary 1 to Theorem 31 it 
is enough to show that any N in J?‘“(X/S) has a projective resolution 
0 - P, 4 ..’ --f PO + N -+ 0, with n = dim(X/S). Since X is Noetherian and 
affine we may construct 0 + Q --f PnW1 -+ ... + PO + N + 0, an exact sequence 
where the P, are vector bundles on X, we need only show that Q is locally free. 
Since Q is finitely presented, we may assume that X and S are both local. Let f 
denote X + S, x the closed point of X, and s = f (x) the closed point of S. We 
know that Q is flat over S because N and Pi are. We also know that Q(s) is locally 
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free because 0 + Q(s) + P,-l(s) + .. -+ P,,(s) + N(s) --, 0 is exact and X(s) is 
regular of dimension < n. Since X is flat over S, Q(s) is flat over X(s), and Q is 
flat over S, we conclude that Q is flat over X, and thus is locally free. Q.E.D. 
The K-group &(&P(X/S)) is given by the (4 + 1)st homotopy group of the 
topological space BQ&@(X/S), which is an H-space under the operation of 
direct sum. Consequently, the relative homotopy groups with respect to the 
subspace BQ&p+l(X/S) are all Abelian groups, and we may make the following 
definition : 
DEFINITION. K,yfl(X/S) = T~+,(BQAP(X/S), BQJ?‘*-I~~(X/S)). The corre- 
sponding long exact sequence of homotopy groups has the following form: 
. . . + K,p+’ - K,P ---f K;lp)+l + K,“tl+ . . . . 
COROLLARY I .5. Suppose X/S satisjies the conditions of both (1.4) and (1.3). 
Then for each i there is an exact sequence 0 + Ki(Xz) --f KF’l(Xz/S) + 
K:i;(X,/S) -+ ... --t K;-“i(X,/S) -+ K,i(X,/S) --f 0. 
DEFINITION. Let ,Xg”‘-‘(X/S) denote the sheaf on X associated to the 
Zariski presheaf UH KfIP+l( U/S); similarly define &‘-,p(X/S) and ,X,(X). We 
use the subscript et to denote the analogous sheaf in the etale topology on X. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Suppose X/S is smooth and S is artin; then there is an exact 
sequence of sheaves on X: 
Proof. We use (1.5) and the fact that K* commutes with filtering direct 
limits (1.2); note that all the maps in question are defined on the level of 
presheaves. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY I .6. Suppose X/S is smooth of relative dimension 1, and S is 
locally Noetherian. Then there is an exact sequence of sheaves in the &ale topology 
on X: 
0 --f K(X),, + xy’(x~s),, -+ .X~~_,(X/S),, --f 0. 
2. THE MAP FROM THE HILBERT SCHEME 
First a few definitions. If X is a scheme, let &(X) denote Hi(X, Ti(X)). If 
X is smooth over a field K, then /P(X) is the group of codimension i cycles 
modulo linear equivalence ([15, Sect. 7, Theorem 5.191 or [ll]), but otherwise 
the group /Ii(X) appears to be mysterious. If X is smooth over a scheme S, 
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the goal is to represent Ai(X) as a group of relative cycles modulo some equiv- 
alence. A first step in this direction would be to define a map from the Hilbert 
scheme to the relativization of this group. If X is a K-scheme, we let M(X) 
denote the functor S tt Ai( When X is smooth over K, the rational points of 
this functor constitute the group of codimension i cycles module rational 
equivalence. 
The functor &l(X) is the absolute Picard functor, S i--t Pic(X,), because x1 
is the sheaf of units. 
If X is an algebraic k-scheme, we let Hilbydzi denote the part of the Hilbert 
scheme which parametrizes subschemes of X, proper and flat over S with 
relative codimension i. For a discussion of the representability of Hilbx , see [8]. 
For the rest of the section we fix a variety X of dimension n which is smooth 
over a field k. If S is artin or S is a smooth variety, then X,/S satisfies the 
conditions of (1.3), and we can define a map Hilbydzi(S) + zZi(X)(S) by 
composing the following sequence of maps: 
Hilbydzi(S) -b- K,i(X,/S) ---+ HO(Xs, X,i(X,!S)) 
2 H1(Xs, 3y’(X,,,S)) -A *. . k Hi(Xs ) X,“(X,!S)) 
= qx, , SqX,)) = sqX)(S). 
The map b is ZI-+ [OJ, and the map d,-, is a boundary map in the long exact 
sequence of cohomology groups for the following short exact sequence: 
Naturality with respect to S is clear. In particular, if S’ -+ S is a map where S’ 
is artin and S is a smooth variety, we get a commutative square: 
K,yx,/s) - K,i(X,,/S) 
1 1 
&P(X)(S) + JqX)(S’). 
This might justify the inclusion of the case where S is smooth in (1.3), in spite 
of the fact that X, is a smooth variety and the map from the Hilbert scheme can 
be defined using Quillen’s work alone. 
Now suppose X is a curve, so n = 1. In this case any locally Noetherian S 
will work because we can use the etale topology. Let &(X) denote the &tale 
cohomology group H,“,(X, ZJ, and let ,I;e,“,(X) denote the functor S ~1 
Azt(X X S). Since &it(X) = N(X), we can use (1.6) to obtain the map 
HilbydE1(S) + &(X)(S) for any locally Noetherian S, and the map will be 
natural in S. 
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3. THE ~LIAP TO THE ALBANESE 
In this section we make an attempt to define a map from d”(X) to Albx 
when n = dim X. We describe the linear determinant [8, pp. 221-22.51 or [ 121) 
and use it to define a map from KsF(X,/S) to Alb,(S). When 5’ = Spec(k), this 
process is the same as adding up the points in the support of ill according to the 
group law in the Albanese. For information about the Albenese variety, see [ 171. 
We formulate a definition of linear equivalence which behaves well with respect 
to this map, but are unable to show that the sheaves Yr-iin-iil are flasquc for 
i > 0. Our best result in this direction is (3.8), which identifies &‘“f’r, the first 
term in the resolution of xi . It follows that this sheaf is locally constant when S 
is artin, and we obtain a presentation of the Picard group Ai(,Y,) in (3.9). When 
n = 1, this allows us to define the desired map (3.13). 
Since the affine case is so much simpler, n-c describe it first. The setup is 
X == Spec(R) is a commutative group scheme over S, 
S =- Spec(A), 
h,: R + R @Qa ... BA R is the multiplication map, 
h,: R + A is the identity of the group, and 
+ denotes the group operation. 
The h, are well defined by the associativity of the group, and the commutativity 
of the group means that h, = s 0 h, , where s is the switch isomorphism of 
R@,R. 
Whenever Vi ,..., N, are R-modules, we consider the tensor product 
Iv1 @A ..’ BA N, to be an R-module via h, . The commutativity of the group 
then allows us to treat AALN as an R-module via h, . If N is projective of rank k 
as A-module, then A,“N is invertible, and thus the composite 
A + R - End,(A,“N) 
is an isomorphism. In this way we obtain a section of R/A which we denote g, . 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose 0 4 M + LY -+ P --+ 0 is an exact sequence of 
R-modules which aye projective and of finite rank over A. Then g, = g,,, + gp 
holds in the group X(S). 
Proof. Let det N denote the highest exterior power of N. Over A we have an 
isomorphism 
det M BA det P = det N. 
According to our conventions both sides are also R-modules, the left via 
(hm 0 h,) 0 h, > and the right via h, , where m, n, p are the ranks of M, IV, P. 
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Associativity of the group amounts to the formula that h, = (h, @J h,) o ha , so 
this isomorphism is R-linear, and the result is immediate from this. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Given any X/S, let JH”(X/S) denote the exact category of 
coherent sheaves on X which are flat over S and have support finite over S. W’e 
also let K,F(X/S) denote K,(J%‘~(X/‘S)). 
The proof that &“(X/S) is an exact category is postponed until (3.3.1). 
Note now that L&‘F(X/S) = JZ!‘~(R/A) is the category of R-modules which 
are projective and of finite rank over A. Thus (3.1) says we can define a map 
KOF(X/S) + X(S) by sending N tog,” . 
Note. The group KOF(X/S), with h-operations defined using the exterior 
powers, and product defined using ha and tensor product, as above, is a h-ring. 
We now remove the hypothesis that X is affine. The situation is: 
X is a commutative group scheme of finite type over S = Spec(A), 
h,: X xs ... xs S- X is the multiplication map, and + denotes the 
group operation. 
Whenever Nr ,..., i\:t are coherent sheaves on X, we may form the O,-module 
hte(N1 $JA ... BA iii,). To construct det IV we use the following artifice: Given 
N in M”(X/S) let B be a coherent A-algebra and Spec(B) C X be a closed 
immersion so that N lives on B. Let n = rank N, and let B, _C B @,lA ... Ba B 
be the subring of symmetric tensors of degree n. By [19, 3, V, Theorem 4.11 
Spec(B,) is the quotient of Spec(B @A ... @A B) by the symmetric group, and 
we get the arrow q in the following diagram because the group X is commutative: 
Spec(BO,...O,B)CXxs... x,-l’ 
DEFINITION. det N = Q*(.~,~~V), where flAnN is considered to be a B,- 
module. 
We see easily that det N does not depend on the choice of B, and is invertible 
as A-module. Thus, as before, we may use det N to determine a section gN 
of x/s. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose 0 --f ii4 ---f 1V -+ P -+ 0 is an eaact sequence in 
,XF(X/S). Then g, = gM + hqp .
Proof. Choose a closed subscheme Spec(B) _C G on which N, it+‘, and P all 
live. As in (3.1) it is enough to show that det N = h,,(det M @A det P). We may 
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assume M, N, and P have constant ranks m, n, and p over A. Consider the 
situation 
fl”M BA APP 
8, C &.,, - Bm @A B, 
where B m,p is the invariant subring of BB” under the group S,, x S, (S,, = the 
symmetric group). Since we can make B,,,, act on A”M @ A*P, we find an 
isomorphism of B,-modules: A”N E .4”M @A ApP. The commutativity of the 
following diagram shows that we get the same answer in X: 
Spec B, +- Spec B,,, d Spec B, @A B, 
xi he -xxsx 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose f : X ---f Y is a map of S-schemes. The direct image 
f.+ is an exact functor di?“(X/S) + AF(Y/S). 
Proof. Given N in A’“(X/S), we show f*N E A!“( Y/S); exactness follows 
easily. We may assume X = Supp M and X is finite over S. Since Y/S is 
separated and X/S is proper, f is proper. Since X/S is finite, it follows that ,f is 
quasi-finite, and by Chevalley’s finiteness theorem f is finite. It follows that 
f*N c A!( Y/S) and its support is f(X). We may assume f(X) = Y; then f is 
surjective, thus universally surjective, and this with the finiteness of X/S shows 
that 1’ is proper over S with finite fibers. By Chevalley’s theorem Y is finite 
over S. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. k’“(X/S) is closed under extension in -M(X/S), and is thus 
an exact category. 
Proof. Given an exact sequence 0 --f N’ --f N + N” - 0 with N’, 
N” E A!“(X/S), we must show Supp(N) is finite over S. We may assume the 
sequence splits because Supp(N) = Supp(N’ @ N”). Let M be the coherent 
sheaf on 2 = X u X which is N’ on one piece and N” on the other, and let 
f: 2 + X be the diagonal map. Thus f*M = N. Q.E.D. 
The most general situation in which we can define the linear determinant is 
now the following: 
X is a scheme over S, 
G is a commutative group scheme over S, and 
g: X-+ G is a map of S-schemes. 
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We define the linear determinant to be the map obtained by composing the 
following maps: 
KoF(X/S) -+ KoF(G/S) -+ G(S). 
Since the construction of the linear determinant is local on S, we no longer 
require S to be affine. 
The following proposition tells us that the linear determinant is the right way 
of adding (according to the group law in G) points from the support of a module 
(with multiplicity). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose S is a scheme, s is a geometric point of S, and N 
is in .MF(X/S). Then gN(s) is the point of G(s) given by the expression: 
where the sum runs over all rational points x of X(s). 
Proof. By compatibility with base-change, we may assume S itself is the 
spectrum of an algebraically closed field K. By additivity we can reduce to the 
case where N g K(x) = K. This is the case of rank 1 over S, so the linear 
determinant is obtained from the map: 
K -+ 0, + End,(k(g(x))) = k. Q.E.D. 
Note that we have reproved Weil’s theorem about correspondences and the 
maps they induce to the Jacobian of a curve [20, Theorem 22, p. 1611. 
It is now fairly straightforward to extend our definition of linear determinant 
to HO(X, xon(X/S)), where n = dim(X/S), as we shall now see. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose X/S satisfies either (i) X/S is fEat, proper, and has 
relative dimension n, or (ii) X = Y, , where Y/S isflat andJinite type with relative 
dimension n at y in Y, and S is local henselian. Then A’“(X/S) = J&‘~(X/S). 
Proof. The statement follows from the Chevalley finiteness theorem or from 
Hensel’s lemma. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose X/S is j?at, proper, of relative dimension n, and 
X + G is a map to a commutative group scheme over S. Then there is a unique way 
to complete the diagram: 
~oFWS) - G(S) 
in a way which is natural in S. 
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Proof. Equip S with the &tale topology. Let ti”.&lz be the sheaf associated 
to T t> Ho&. , xo”(XJT)), and let %°K,,fi be the sheaf associated to T k+ 
K,F(Xr/T). Since G is a sheaf, we get 
.%?GK,,F -----b G 
and 
K,,F(X:‘S) -~ --•f HO(S, g°KoF) ----f G(S) 
It suflices to show R is an isomorphism, and we do this by checking rhe stalks 
in the &ale topology on 5’. Since everything commutes with direct limits, we 
reduce to showing that K,‘(X/S) - HO(X, .XOn(X/S)) is an isomorphism when 
S is henselian. Consider this diagram: 
where the sums run over points x in the closed fiber over S. By (3.5), u is an 
isomorphism; an application of Hensel’s lemma shows that v is an isomorphism. 
Since X/S is proper, the support of a section of an Abelian sheaf must meet the 
closed fiber; thus u! is injective. Consequently, w and R are isomorphisms. 
QED. 
In the classical case, the cycles linearly equivalent to zero map to zero in any 
Abelian variety. We can define linear equivalence here so that this property still 
holds. 
DEFINITION. If X is a scheme, let O(X) denote Kl”“~l(S), the group 
of codimension p cycles on X. If X is flat over S, let Cn(S:S) denote 
NO(X, xp’~+l(x/s)), and call it the group of relative cycles of codimension p 
on X/S. 
Note that if dim(X/S) := p, or (1.3) holds, then 0(X/S) = H”(,Y, .Fo”(X!S)). 
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Also, if S is the spectrum of a field, then fP(X/S) = CD(X); this is the classical 
case where we already have a definition of linear equivalence of cycles. 
If T--f S is a map of schemes, then there is a natural map Cp(X/S) --+ 0(X,/T) 
given by p.ull-back; if z E Cp(X/S), 1 t e xr denote the pull-back. If T = Spec(k(s)), 
where s E S, we let z(s) denote the pull-back. 
DEFINITION. If X is a variety over a field k, and S is a k-scheme, we call a 
cycle z E Ci’(X;l/S) linearly equivalent to zero if there is a map of k-schemes 
S+ I; and a cycle z’ E C”(X,/V) such that 
(i) 1,’ is essentially smooth over k, 
(ii) .z zi , and 
(iii) for all u E V, the cycle Z’(V) is linearly equivalent to zero (in the 
classical sense). 
If x1 and ,z2 are linearly equivalent to zero, then so is x = z1 -1 za , as can be 
seen by taking T’ - V, x V2 and x’ = (z;)~ + (.QV. 
Note that if S is the spectrum of a field, then this definition does not conflict 
with the classical definition because change of base field sends cycles which are 
linearly equivalent to zero to cycles which are linearly equivalent to zero. 
Our definition of linear equivalence resembles the definition in [7] of the Chow 
cohomology groups. 
When the conditions of (3.6) are satisfied we let Id denote the map C?(X/S) -+ 
G(S) obtained there. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If X is a complete variety over k of dimension n, S is a 
k-scheme, and X-+ G is a map to an Abelian variety over k, then the map 
Id: C”(XJS) -+ G(S) kills all cycles linearly equivalent to zero. 
Proof. Given x E P(X,/S) linearly equivalent to zero, we let z’, V and 
S ---f V be as in the definition. By naturality of Id it is enough to see that Zd(z’) = 0 
in G(V). If a map from V to G sends all points to the same closed point, then that 
map is constant because V is reduced. Thus it is enough to show that Zd(z’(v)) = 0 
in G(k(v)) for any point z, in V. For this purpose, we may replace k by k(v) and 
assume S = Spec(k). The subgroup of cycles in C”(X) which are linearly 
equivalent to zero is generated by cycles of the form [Z,,] - [Z,], where 2 is a 
prime cycle in X x At (i.e., subvariety) of codimension n whose intersections 
with X x 0 and X x 1 are proper, and where Zi = 2 . (X x i) for i = 0, 1. 
If 2, or 2, is nonempty, then the projection Z- A1 is dominating, and thus 
flat. Therefore 2 determines a class [Z] E 0(X x Al/At), and Id(Z) is a map 
A1 + G. Since G is an Abelian variety, Id(Z) is constant, so Zd([Z,,] - [Z,]) = 
Id(Z) o inc, - Id(Z) 0 inc, = 0, where inc, and inc, are the two inclusions of 
Spec(k) in Al. Q.E.D. 
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Suppose now that iz is a field, X/k . IS a smooth proper variety, 11 = dim(X), 
Alb is the Albanese variety of X, and either (i) S is infinitesimal, or (ii) S is local 
henselian and n = 1. Given a choice of canonical map X-+ Alb, and refering 
to the sequence of maps used in Section 2 to construct the map to the Hilbert 
scheme, the maps we need are those represented by dotted arrows in 
Cn(&/S) = ffO(Xs 9 .x,n(ws)) B Alb(S) 
Al 
/’ ’ 
do 1’ .’ 
When S is a field, Quillen shows that the sheaves 3?:/‘+’ are flasque, so do is 
surjective, and dl ,..., d,-, are isomorphisms; moreover the kernel of do consists 
precisely of the cycles linearly equivalent to zero, and thus dies in Alb(S). This is 
what we want to duplicate for any S satisfying the above conditions, but it seems 
difficult. 
We do have the following partial result concerning flasqueness, made possible 
by the localization theorem for projective modules. Perhaps more could be 
proved in the presence of more delicate localization theorems. First, a definition: 
If R is a ring, let k(R) denote the localization of R with respect to the nonzero 
divisors, and if R is a flat A-algebra let k(R/A) denote the localization with 
respect to the relative nonzero divisors (i.e., the nonzero divisors f~ R such 
that R/fR is flat over A). Sheafifying yields sheaves R(X) and /(X/S) for schemes 
X and S. 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose X/S is smooth, S is locally Noetherian. Then 
.X:l’(X/S) is the sheaf .%i(lg(X/S)) associated to the presheaf U H K,(k( U/S)), 
and is locally constant provided S is$nite. 
Proof. The isomorphism we are about to construct is compatible with 
localization, so we may assume X and S are affine. Let X = Spec(R), S = 
Spec(A), and let T C R be the set of relative nonzero divisors. Let .7?‘i,r denote 
the exact category of finitely generated R-modules of projective dimension 61 
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which are killed by T, and let S* be the exact category of T-rR-modules of the 
form T-1P for some P in B(R). Consider the following diagram: 
I.- - K&“(R/A) - K&OR/A) - K;*l(R/A) + ..- 
t t 
. ..~K.~~,~K,R-K~*----t... 
The top row is the long exact sequence resulting from the definition of Kill, 
and the bottom row is the long exact sequence from the localization theorem for 
projective modules, [9] or [IO]. We also know that KT* + K,T-lR is bijective 
for q > 0 and injective for q = 0. The proof of (1.4) shows that every N in 
dP(R/A) has projective dimension <n = dim(R/A). The argument in the proof 
of (5.1) shows that 2i,T C dl(R/A) and yields the left-hand vertical arrow in 
the diagram; the dotted arrow arises from the universal property of homotopy 
fibers. 
Now we may sheafify the whole diagram. The desired isomorphisms of sheaves 
will follow from isomorphisms on the stalks, so we assume R and A are local 
and A --f R is a local map. The map K,B* -+ K,T-lR is an isomorphism 
because T-lR is the local ring of R at the generic point of its closed fiber over A. 
To see that K&P’* + K, ( 1 O/lR A) is an isomorphism it suffices to show that 
Wf%- -j KJWW) is an isomorphism for all q. The latter is accomplished 
with the aid of the resolution theorem [15, Sect. 41; we claim that every N in 
JV(R/A) has a finite resolution by modules in Zi,r . If N is in dll(R/A), we 
saw in the first part of the proof of (1.3) that N is killed by some relative nonzero 
divisorf. There is a surjection (R/fR)” -++ N and (R/fR>“l is in Pi,r; the kernel 
is in &l(R/A), so we continue the resolution to the left. Eventually the kernel is of 
projective dimension 1 over R and in 2i.r . 
Suppose S is artin. We may assume X is connected; it follows that the closed 
fiber of X-+ S is integral. If f E R, then f is either nilpotent or is a relative 
nonzero divisor. Thus open sets UC X of the form Spec(R,), where f E T, 
constitute a basis for the topology on X. The relative nonzero divisors of R, are 
those of the form g/f”, where g E T, so k(R/A) = T-lR = T-lRf = k(R,/A). 
It follows easily that the sheaves k(X/S) and xi(k(XjS)) are constant. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.9. There is an exact sequence 
NO(X, R(x/s)*) -+ HO(X, Xol(X/S)) --t Hl(X, og) - 0 
if S is artin. 
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Proof. In the notation of the above proof, T-lR is a local artin ring, so 
K,(k(R/A)) = k(R/A)*. The rest follows from the theorem and (1.6). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Let k(XjSj denote H”(X, A(XjS)) and let div denote the map 
k(X/S)* ---f H”(X, ,x,l(XjS)). 
The map div comes from a boundary map in K-theory by sheafification and 
application of HO. Thus, we can compute it explicitly in terms of the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Suppose the hypotheses of (3.8) hold and X := Spec(R) is 
afine. Then the map k(X/S)* + K,l(X/S) sends f/g to [R/fR] - [RIgR] (fey 
f, g E R). 
Proof. Let T denote the relative nonzero divisors in R. Then f and g both 
divide elements of T, and are thus themselves in T, as they must be nonzero 
divisors on each fiber. The result now follows from the last proposition in [lo]. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.11. If S is the spectrum of afield, then div is the usual map which 
assigns to a function its divisor. 
THEOREV 3.12. Suppose S is a complete nonsingulav variety over a $eld k, 
and S is a$nite k-scheme. Then the image of the map div: k(,Y,/S)* - C1(iYs/S) 
consists of cycles linearly equivalent to zero. 
Proof. We may assume S is local artinian, with one point s, and embed it in 
an afline space W = A”. Let f be an element of k(Xs/S)*, and let x be the 
generic point of X. Since k(X,/S)*, and let x be the generic point of X. Since 
&G/S) =1 @x,,z > we may lift f to an element g of O$W,Z Thinking of g as a 
global section of the sheaf R(X,)*, we let g, denote the germ at a point y. 
Observe that /(X,/W)* is a subsheaf of R(X,)*. Since flatness is an open 
property on X, so is the condition that a function be a relative nonzero divisor; it 
follows that the stalk of the sheaf d(X,/ IV)* at y is k(X,,, ,/ W) *. 
We claim that for each y E X,(s) = Xs(s), the germ g,, is in k(XIV,,/W)*. 
For this purpose, we may assume X is affine and express g as b,‘c, where b and c 
are functions on X, which do not vanish at 3~. By the local criterion of flatness 
[2, VII, 4.1, p. 1421 b and c are relative nonzero divisors near y. Thus, 
g, E f4Xw.P’)“. 
Let Z be the closed subset of X, consisting of all points where g is not in 
R(X,/W)*. Since XW is proper over W, the image of 2 in W is closed, and it does 
not contain s. Let V be W, . It follows that h T= g, is an element of k(X,/V)“. 
Now I/ contains S as well, and h, = f. By naturality of the map div, we see 
that div( f) = div(h), . If 2, E V, then div(h)(v) = div(h(r;)) is the divisor of a 
function, and is thus linearly equivalent to zero in the classical sense. Q.E.D. 
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Combining this theorem with (3.9) and (3.7) yields the following. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Suppose X is a complete nonsingular curve and J is the 
Jacobian of X. If S is an artinian k-scheme then the linear determinant map factors 
through &(X)(S) to yield a map &l(X)(S) + J(S). 
The following theorem incorporates a suggestion of Steve Kleiman. 
THEOREM 3.13. Suppose X is a complete nonsingular curve over a field k 
and X + G is a map to an Abelian variety G. If S is a locally Noetherian k-scheme, 
then the composite 
Ho&, -f;“(xs/s)) s C’(X,/S) d’ G(S) 
is zero. 
Proof. A map S -+ G is zero if its restriction to any finite subscheme is zero, 
so we may assume S is finite and apply (3.7) and (3.12). Q.E.D. 
4. QUOTIENT CATEGORIES 
Suppose JV C J.@ are exact categories. It would be nice if there were an exact 
category &j..N and an exact functor .M + .&I&” which killed JV, such that the 
following sequence were exact: 
Unfortunately this has only been accomplished for Serre subcategories of 
Abelian categories [15]. It would be nice if we could do this for the categories 
Mp+l(X/S) _C Mp(X/S) of Section 1. Theorem 3.8 is an example of success in 
this direction; the interesting thing is that S(k(R/A)) is almost a quotient 
category, in the sense of the following universal property: 
DEFINITION. &Z/M is a quotient category if, given an exact functor A --f 2 
which also kills JV, there is an exact functor &/.N ---f 2, unique up to unique 
natural isomorphism, which makes the triangle commute: 
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Let A - K be a flat local map of local Noetherian rings whose closed fiber is 
a regular ring of dimension <I. Let S be the multiplicative subset of R con- 
sisting of all the relative nonzero divisors. 
LEMMA 4.1. cdl(R/A) = s$‘;,~. 
Proof. The proofs of (1.3) and (1.4) show that J@(R/A) C T?;,~ . Suppose 
M~#z,s, and 0 + P ---f Q --f M ---f 0 is a projective resolution of M. If s t S 
and sM = 0, then 0 -+ sQ/sP -F PjsP - PjsQ ---f 0 is exact, and M s sQ)lsP. 
Then M is flat over A because P/sP is flat and P/sQ has tor-dimension 1; it has 
codimension I because R/sR does. C2.E.D. 
Let d be the subcategory of ,&Y”(S lR/A) M rh ose objects arc those of the form 
PIAJ for some ,V in dO(R/A). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. f is an exact category and is the quotient cuteCpy of 
.A”(R/A) by A’( R/A). 
Kate. The required long exact sequence of K-groups was described in the 
proof of (3.8). For further details, see [9] or [IOj. 
Proof. By the proof of (I .4), AO(S- lR/A) := Y(S-IR), since dim(S ‘R/A) -~ 
0; thus every exact sequence splits in Az’~(S-~R/~~) and dQ is closed under 
extensions. ‘Thus 9 is an exact category. 
Let F: .A”(R/A) + Y be an exact functor which kills .k’l(Rjil). Suppose 
s E S and NE .dZ”(R/A). By the proof of (I .4) there is a projective resolution 
0 ---f P - Q - A:-+ 0. Since 0 ---f P - P--f PIsP -+ 0 is exact and F(P,‘sP) := 0, 
we see that Fs: FP --f FP is an isomorphism; similarly for Q. From the diagram: 
we conclude that Fs: FN ---f FiL’ is an isomorphism, and thus S acts invertibly on 
any Hom2(FA7’, FX). If 1” Z= S-IN and 11 = SplN, then Horn, lR( C-‘, l’) = : 
S-r Hom,(N’, W), so we get a unique map Horn, -lR( V’, V) + Hom2(FA”, FN), 
and thus an additive functor # - 2’. It is exact because every exact sequence in 
,f splits, and the uniqueness is clear. cl.E.D. 
5. DIXUSSION 
In this section we discuss the sheaf &,“(,Y/S) when IZ = dim(*Y,‘S) and 
pursue some suggestions of Spencer Bloch. 
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Let *Y/k be a smooth variety of dimension n, let x E 9 be a closed point with a 
regular system of parameters t, ,..., t, , and suppose A is an artin local ring with 
residue field K and maximal ideal m. If k(x) = K, then &“(X, @I A/A) = 
<JZ~(X,~ @ A/,4) is equivalent to the category Nil(n, A) whose objects are all 
(P,fi ,...,f,J, where PEP(A) and .A ,...,fn are commuting nilpotent endo- 
morphisms of P. 
The Fundamental Theorem [9] says that 
ker(K(, A’zYZ(l, A) - K,,4) = ckr(K,A + K,A[1’]) 
= ker(K,A[T] G K,A) = NKIA. 
Since m is nilpotent, we have the following pair of exact sequences. 
0 -- (I + mA[T])* -+ K,A[TJ - K,k[ T] --j 0 
It follows that NKIA = (1 + mTA[T])*. The fact that all elements of NK, 
come from 1 x 1 matrices corresponds to the fact that K,l(X,. @A/A) is 
generated by subschemes (1.5, 3.8, 3.10). I n another paper we will show that 
k-,“(X ($1 A//l) is generated by classes of modules with two generators when X is 
a surface. 
If -3 == k[c]/?, then NKIA = RET + kcTz + “., and the term IZET corre- 
sponds to the tangent space Tan(X, x) when n = 1 in the following way. 
There is a function s: Tan(X, x) -+ KoF(Xz @ A/A) defined by 
s(u) -= L 
0, @A - t, - UIE,..., f, - U,E 1 - [k(x) @ z4] 
when n C ai(ii/ilfi). In fact, s(a) is an element of Tan((&,$l, 0), where Vxn is 
the functor -4 e K,,F(X @ ,4/A). The fact that s is additive for II = I amounts 
to the existence of the following exact sequences: 
0 - c”r 0 d4 __- --f F, @ A dJz @ A 
(t - l )(t - Ed) A- t - Ed 
- o 
t - EU 
0, cg) A P, @ A 
t2 - c(u i a’)t - t - .S(U i- a’) + 0. 
Let c denote the functor qxn - JZ? Xn defined in Section 2, and suppose that 
n == 2 and k is a number field. It follows from results of [4] that 
‘l‘an(.&‘2, 0) = H2(X, .Qxl) == Tan(Albx , 0), and 
Bitan(.W?x2, 0) = H2(X, fix). 
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The bitangent space of a functor is defined by Bloch to be 
Bitan(F, 0) = ker(F(k[c, S]/(q a)2) -+ F(k[c]/c2) X F(@]/@)). 
Given a, b E Tan(X, x), define s(a, b) E Bitan(Vx2, 0) to be 
I @a?[5 61t, - ale, t, - b,S I 
+[ 
fi,[% 81 
1 c 
O,[% 61 
t, - a2c, t, - b,S - t, - ale, t, - b,S - 1 [ fi;,[% 61 t, - aZc, t, - b,S 
The elements c(s(a)) and c(s(a, b)) are probably given by Serre duality and 
(w k+ u(a)) E (HOQ,$)* = H2Qx1, 
(co tt w(a @ b - b @J a)) E (H”Qx2)* == H20x. 
Note that elements of H2QX1 arising this way generate H20x1; this follows from 
Serre duality and the fact that a differential is determined by its effect on tangent 
vectors. It follows that the map IJ Tan(X, x) ---f Tan(Alb, , 0) (take the image 
in Albx and translate it to 0) is surjective, too. 
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